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“Build to think and test to learn.” How?
Start building. Fast. Rapidly iterate. Don’t spend 
too long on one prototype (or you may get 
wedded to the idea). Use tools to help. Focus on 
the user, on their needs, and on key insights.

https://goo.gl/gt6h34
https://goo.gl/gt6h34


If a picture is worth a thousand words, 

a prototype is worth ten thousand.

Source: Bruger, J., Replicating Milgram, Association for Psychological Science’s Observer, 2007

IDEO Design Principle
From: Stefan Thomke, Experimentation Matters: Unlocking the 

Potential of New Technologies for Innovation, 2003



Why prototype?



Benefits of Prototyping
1. Cognitive benefits: e.g., prototypes support creativity—

they help the designer capture and generate ideas

2. Facilitate exploration of design space: prototypes can 

target and manifest different attributes in a design space

3. Permit early and iterative evaluation: prototypes can be 

tested in various ways including traditional usability studies 

and informal user feedback, throughout design process

4. Allow you to fail fast: related to the above, prototypes 

allow you to try out and experiment with multiple ideas 

rapidly and fail

5. The rapid prototyping / lo-fidelity process prevents 

feeling attached to an idea simply because you invested 

effort into it

6. Serve a communicative function: help designers, 

engineers, managers, software devs, clients, and users to 

discuss options

Based on: Beaudouin-Lafon & Mackay, Chapter 47: Prototyping Tools and Techniques; The Human Computer Interaction Handbook, 3rd Edition, 2012, p. 1082

Sony PlayStation 1 controller prototypes

Microsoft mouse prototypes



In this class, I want to install a culture of prototyping. Rapid 
Making. Testing. Failing. Iterating. 



IDEO’s Culture of Prototyping
Aspen Ideas Festival
Source: http://goo.gl/DWyRQO
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We will watch a few vignettes highlighting prototyping 
styles/approaches for famous IxD products 

What process do they take?

What’s the goal?

How are the prototypes tested?



Bill Atkinson
Apple Engineer (1978-1990)

Prototyping Apple Lisa



Bill Atkinson | The Apple Lisa
Designing Interactions
Source: http://www.designinginteractions.com/interviews/BillAtkinson



The Palm Pilot
Started by Jeff Hawkins, 1996

Prototyping

The Palm Pilot



Jeff Hawkins | The Palm Pilot
Designing Interactions
Source: http://www.designinginteractions.com/interviews/JeffHawkins



Redesigning the Microsoft Mouse
Paul Bradley, Bill Verplank, et al., ~1988



Paul Bradley | The Microsoft Mouse
Designing Interactions
Source: http://www.designinginteractions.com/interviews/PaulBradley





Synthesize!
The role of prototyping in famous IxD products



What is a prototype?



What is a Prototype?

Something that is new that is created from existing materials

Preliminary version of a design

Narrow your focus; can be minimalistic 

Something to test and iterate on 

Is interaction necessary?

Answers filled from class



Prototype Definition I

A prototype is a draft version of a product that allows you 

to explore your ideas and show the intention behind a 

feature or the overall design concept to users before 

investing time and money into development. 

Source: http://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/prototyping.html



Prototype Definition I

A prototype is a draft version of a product that allows you 

to explore your ideas and show the intention behind a 

feature or the overall design concept to users before 

investing time and money into development. A prototype 

can be anything from paper drawings (low-fidelity) to 

something that allows click-through of a few pieces of 

content to a fully functioning site (high-fidelity).

Source: http://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/prototyping.html



Prototype Definition II

A prototype is an early sample or model of a product 

built to test a concept or process or to act as a thing to 

be replicated or learned from.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototype



How is a prototype different from a sketch?



Sketch vs. Prototype
While both sketches and prototypes are instantiations of a design concept, they serve 

different purposes and are concentrated at different stages of the design process.

Source: Buxton, What Sketches (and Prototypes) Are and Are Not



Sketch vs. Prototype
While both sketches and prototypes are instantiations of a design concept, they serve 

different purposes and are concentrated at different stages of the design process.

Source: Buxton, What Sketches (and Prototypes) Are and Are Not

Sketches dominate the 
early ideation stages

Prototypes more 
concentrated at later stages

Sketches and prototypes differ in 
terms of intent, cost, creation time, 
quantity, and disposability

Investment in a prototype is > than a 
sketch, hence there are fewer of 
them, less disposable, take longer to 
build.

At the beginning of the design 
process, when there are lots of 
different concepts to explore, 
sketching dominates the process.



Source: Buxton, Sketching User Experiences, 2007

“The difference between the two is as much a contrast of purpose, 
or intent, as it is a contrast in form. The arrows emphasize that 
this is a continuum, not an either/or proposition.”



Sketch vs. Prototype

Investment

Communicates

Artifact Sketch
Ideas, possibilities 
to pursue

Lo-Fi Prototype
Visual structure,
initial feeling

Mid-to-Hi Prototype
Structure, flow, and 
details (without final 
visual design)

Final Design
Fully developed 
product

Level of Fidelity

Low

High

Based on: Lepore, Sketches and Wireframes and Prototypes, 2010



Prototype…

What it looks like

How to interact

How to navigate (“information architecture”)

What it feels like



IxD Prototypes

Paper prototypes

Physical prototypes (e.g., wood, clay)

Interactive tool supported prototypes (e.g., Balsamiq)

Video prototypes

Prototypes in actual code (e.g., Java, C#)

Different kinds of prototypes in IxD. Differ in time investment, resources, fidelity.





The Science of Design

Importance of exploring quantity of ideas

Importance of iteration in design

Importance of parallel prototyping in design

Importance of comparing multiple prototypes (e.g., via critiques & user testing)

Emerging research supporting ‘best practices’ in prototyping

See, for example: Bayles & Orland, 2001; Dow et al., C&C 2009; Dow et al., TOCHI2010 
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Bayles and Orland, 2001, Art & Fear: Observations On the Perils (and Rewards) of Artmaking



Quantity Group

Graded solely on the quantity of work they produced

Quality Group

Graded solely on the quality of work they produced

Source: Bayles and Orland, Art & Fear: Observations On the Perils (and Rewards) of Artmaking, 2001

Design Experiment
A ceramics teacher announced that he was dividing the class into two groups: those on 

the left side of the studio would be graded solely on quantity of work; those on the right 

solely on its quality. 



Quantity Group

Graded solely on the quantity of work they produced

Quality Group

Graded solely on the quality of work they produced

Source: Bayles and Orland, Art & Fear: Observations On the Perils (and Rewards) of Artmaking, 2001

Design Experiment
A ceramics teacher announced that he was dividing the class into two groups: those on 

the left side of the studio would be graded solely on quantity of work; those on the right 

solely on its quality. 

Which group produced higher quality work?



Quantity Group

Graded solely on the quantity of work they produced

Source: Bayles and Orland, Art & Fear: Observations On the Perils (and Rewards) of Artmaking, 2001

Design Experiment

“It seems that while the quantity group 

was busily churning out piles of work —

and learning from their mistakes — the 

quality group had sat theorizing about 

perfection, and in the end had little more 

to show for their efforts than grandiose 

theories and a pile of dead clay.”

- Bayles and Orland, 2001, p.29



The Science of Design

Importance of exploring quantity of ideas

Importance of iteration in design

Importance of parallel prototyping in design

Importance of comparing multiple prototypes (e.g., via critiques & user testing)

Emerging research supporting ‘best practices’ in prototyping

See, for example: Bayles & Orland, 2001; Dow et al., C&C 2009; Dow et al., TOCHI2010 



Importance of Iteration
Egg Drop Design Experiment, Dow et al., C&C 2010

Source: Dow et al., C&C 2009

Between subject study design. Two groups. The 
iteration group given a full carton of eggs and encouraged 
to conduct test drops at 5, 10, 15, & 25 min marks; however, 
they could drop as much or little as they wanted. The 
control group (non-iteration) was given only one egg, 
which was used in the final egg drop.

Primary measure: height of 
the drop w/out breaking egg





Result Summary
Iteration group outperformed non-iteration group & gained more confidence while designing

Source: Dow et al., C&C 2009

Primary result: Individuals in the iteration 
condition significantly outperformed the non-
iteration condition in the egg drop design task



Result Summary
Iteration group outperformed non-iteration group & gained more confidence while designing

Source: Dow et al., C&C 2009

Primary result: Individuals in the iteration 
condition significantly outperformed the non-
iteration condition in the egg drop design task

Secondary result: Before designing, individuals 
were asked to estimate their egg drop performance 
in feet. After the final build (but before the final 
drop), participants asked for new estimate. Only the 
iteration groups self-estimate of performance 
changed—and it correctly went up!



The Science of Design

Importance of exploring quantity of ideas

Importance of iteration in design

Importance of parallel prototyping in design

Importance of comparing multiple prototypes (e.g., via critiques & user testing)

Emerging research supporting ‘best practices’ in prototyping

See, for example: Bayles & Orland, 2001; Dow et al., C&C 2009; Dow et al., TOCHI2010 



Best to pursue/prototype 
multiple ideas in parallel



Importance of Parallel Prototyping

• Task: create a web banner 

ad for Ambidexterous

magazine

An example: Dow et al., TOCHI2010

Source: Dow et al., TOCHI 2010



Between Subjects Design

• Task: create a web banner ad for 
Ambidexterous magazine

• Study Design: Between subjects 
design. 35 participants. 

• Two conditions: 
– parallel prototyping

– serial group

• Measures: deployed ads online, 
measured clickthroughs. Also 
had independent experts rate 
ads.  

Source: Dow et al., TOCHI 2010

Parallel Group Serial Group



Procedure
Both the serial and parallel groups used the same ad design tool

Source: Dow et al., TOCHI 2010

Parallel 
Group

Serial 
Group

Both groups used the same browser-
based graphic design ad creation tool



Source: Dow et al., TOCHI 2010

Example Ads
What do you think? Pick a favorite!



Source: Dow et al., TOCHI 2010

Example Ads
What do you think? Pick a favorite!

PARALLEL AD
Click-through rate: 1st

Expert rating: 6th

PARALLEL AD
Click-through rate: 9th

Expert rating: 1st

SERIAL AD
Click-through rate: 4th

Expert rating: 32nd



Source: Dow et al., TOCHI 2010

Click-Through Rate Results
Parallel ads received more clicks—and more clicks/impression—than serial ads during a 15-day campaign

received 

-



Source: Dow et al., TOCHI 2010; Slide adapted from James Fogarty

Subjective Ratings
Serial designs rated as more similar by online workers and of “less quality” by experts

Similarity Rating
Scale of 0-5; 5 is most similar

Expert Quality Rating
Scale of 0-50; 50 is best
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Source: http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/06/16/design-better-faster-with-rapid-prototyping/

Example Prototype Dimensions
There are other prototyping spectrums but here are three main ones…

Faster Slower



The visual look of your prototype is its most 

salient dimension. If not properly selected, it 

can sidetrack prototype reviews. Go hi-fi

too soon and users will focus on 

aesthetics like color and font choice, which 

is not appropriate in early stages.

Visual Dimension



Visual Dimension
Prototyping the Nintendo Wii U

Source: http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/181321/Sometimes_paper_is_your_best_prototyping_tool__even_if_youre_Nintendo.php#.UK95NofAd8G

When a prototype looks like an early design, your users will be more 
comfortable providing candid—and often more critical—feedback  



Functional Dimension

Source: http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/06/16/design-better-faster-with-rapid-prototyping/

Does the prototype reveal how the solution will 

work (static) or does it appear to be fully 

functional and respond to user input 

(interactive)?  



Functional Dimension
Prototyping the Nintendo Wii U

Source: http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/181321/Sometimes_paper_is_your_best_prototyping_tool__even_if_youre_Nintendo.php#.UK95NofAd8G

Screen made of paper. Controller made of cardboard. But the design is 
actually interactive! User clicks on a button and facilitator places in the 
resulting paper interface. This is called paper prototyping!



Mid-Fi Interactive Prototypes
Tools like Balsamiq allow you to make lo-fi looking prototypes but on a computer



Mid-Fi Interactive Prototypes
Tools like Balsamiq allow you to make lo-fi looking prototypes but on a computer



Tools Shape Thought

Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis:

Language is not just a way of expressing ideas, language actually 

shapes how we think



Tools Shape Thought

Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis:

Language is not just a way of expressing ideas, language actually 

shapes how we think

Analog to design:

Tools both enable and constrain us to think in certain ways. Be 

aware of how the tool you choose affects how you design.



Content Dimension

Source: http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/06/16/design-better-faster-with-rapid-prototyping/

Displaying content? Early on, just squiggly lines, 

then maybe dummy text (though this can 

distract—be careful), then actual content.







Interactive 

Prototyping
(Keynote, PowerPoint, 

Balsamiq)

Paper 

Sketches
Paper 

Prototyping
(Visio, Omnigraffle)

Interactive 

Prototyping 2
(Flash, MS Blend) Code

Design 

Critiques

User

Testing

User

Testing

User

Testing
User

Testing

Prototyping Process



The low-versus high-fidelity debate lies in the fidelity of 

prototype required to illustrate a concept, model design 

alternatives, or test an application. The debate rages to 

whether prototypes need to be complete, realistic, or 

reusable to be effective. 

Jim Rudd, Ken Stern, Scott Isensee
Low vs. High Fidelity Prototyping Debate,

Interactions Magazine, 1996



Prototyping is an iterative process and all prototypes 

provide information about some aspects while ignoring 

others. The designer must consider the purpose of the 

prototype at each stage of the design process and 

choose the representation that is best suited to the 

current design question.

Michael Beaudouin-Lafon & Wendy E. Mackay
Chapter 47: Prototyping Tools and Techniques,

The Human Computer Interaction Handbook, 3rd Edition, 2012, p. 1082 



The more refined the prototype is, the more 

refined the response to it will likely be.

Dan Saffer
Chapter 6: Prototyping Interactive Gestures

Designing Gestural Interaction, 2008



Oddly, refined feedback can be a bad thing. A high-

fidelity, working prototype could engender lots of 

comments about the colors used or typefaces involved, 

not about the concept, features, gestures, and system 

flow, which may be what you really care about (and should 

care about in the early stages of prototyping).

Dan Saffer
Chapter 6: Prototyping Interactive Gestures

Designing Gestural Interaction, 2008



An Example
What’s the goal of each fidelity level?
What do the designers focus on?
What changes from level to level?



Pixar, Monsters, Inc., Progression Reel, http://youtu.be/9W6mArB7Ps8
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Pixar, Monsters, Inc., Progression Reel, http://youtu.be/9W6mArB7Ps8



Pixar, Monsters, Inc., Progression Reel, http://youtu.be/9W6mArB7Ps8



Besides speeding up that process of experimentation, 

prototypes are easy to throw away when they fail. 

Creativity requires cycling lots of ideas. The more you 

invest in your prototype and the closer to “final” it is, 

the harder it is to let go of a concept that’s not 

working.

Tom and David Kelley
From: Why Designers Should Never Go to a Meeting Without a Prototype, 

Slate 2013



Based on: Rudd et al., Low vs. High Fidellity Prototyping Debate, Interactions Magazine, 1996

Lo-Fidelity 
Prototype

Hi-Fidelity 
Prototype

Advantages Disadvantages

<Fill in by class>

<Fill in by class>

<Fill in by class>

<Fill in by class>

Class Responses



Based on: Rudd et al., Low vs. High Fidellity Prototyping Debate, Interactions Magazine, 1996

Lo-Fidelity 
Prototype

Hi-Fidelity 
Prototype

Advantages Disadvantages

<fill in by class>

<fill in by class>

<fill in class>

<fill in by class>

Class Responses



Based on: Rudd et al., Low vs. High Fidellity Prototyping Debate, Interactions Magazine, 1996

Lo-Fidelity 
Prototype

Hi-Fidelity 
Prototype

Advantages Disadvantages

Lower development cost

Evaluate multiple design concepts

Useful communication device

Useful to demonstrate proof-of-concept

More ‘honest’ feedback

Fully interactive

Completely user-driven (no WoZ)

Look & feel of final product

Complete functionality

Limited error checking

Navigation and flow limitations

Can be difficult to test with end users 
(e.g., requires WoZ or active facilitator)

More expensive & time consuming to develop

More expensive & time consuming to fix

Not effective for requirements gathering (too 
late by this point)

Sunk-cost reasoning. Designers wedded to 
design just because of time spent

Testers don’t feel like they can change a 
‘finished’ or ‘polished’ design

Jon Pre-Prepared





Marc Rettig

Prototyping for Tiny Fingers

Communications of the ACM’94

Paper prototyping is potentially a breakthrough idea for organizations 

that have never tried it, since it allows you to demonstrate the 

behavior of an interface very early in development, and test 

designs with real users…

Source: Rettig, Prototyping for Tiny Fingers, Communications of the ACM 1994



Marc Rettig

Prototyping for Tiny Fingers

Communications of the ACM’94

Paper prototyping is potentially a breakthrough idea for organizations 

that have never tried it, since it allows you to demonstrate the 

behavior of an interface very early in development, and test 

designs with real users… It is fast, it brings results early in 

development (when it is relatively cheap to make changes), and allows 

a team to try far more ideas than they could with high-fidelity 

prototypes. Lo-fi prototyping helps you apply Fudd's first law of 

creativity: "To get a good idea, get lots of ideas." 

Source: Rettig, Prototyping for Tiny Fingers, Communications of the ACM 1994



Paper Prototyping Materials

White paper

5x8 index cards

Post-it notes (various sizes)

Tape, glue stick, correction tape

Pens & markers (colors & sizes)

Transparencies (including colored)

Scissors, x-acto knives

Can really be any common office supply

Based on slide from Bjorn Hartmann, CS160



Constructing the Prototype

Construct prototypes to accomplish well-

defined user tasks

Set a deadline: don’t think too long. Build it!

Draw window frames on large paper; use a 

photocopier to make many versions

Use post-its and notecards for different regions 

of the screen

Prepare screens for any user action

Some helpful tips

Based on slide from Bjorn Hartmann, CS160





Testing Paper Prototypes

Source: Rettig, Prototyping for Tiny Fingers, Communications of the ACM 1994



Testing Paper Prototypes
Nielsen Norman Group
Source: http://www.nngroup.com/reports/prototyping



Testing Prototypes: Materials
You need similar materials no matter what the fidelity level

Prepare multiple prototypes for same task so you can 

compare them

Prepare IRB consent forms

Prepare pre-study questionnaire that asks about 

demographics (e.g., age, gender, profession) plus information 

relevant to study (e.g., prior touchscreen experience). Use 

Likert Scales and not Yes/No questions!

Prepare in-study and/or post-study questionnaires that 

you offer either at the end of each task asking about that task 

or at end of study asking about holistic experience.

Prepare semi-structured post-study interview questions 

asking about experience and probing for design ideas



Testing Prototypes: Protocol
This is a standard usability protocol

1. Greet participant, introduce yourself & team and goals of study. 
Provide consent form.

2. Provide pre-study questionnaire (this should take ~5 mins)

3. Run study tasks. When execution time is not important 
(generally true for lower-fi prototypes), common to use ‘think-
aloud-protocol.’

1. Common study measures: number of user errors, time taken per 
task, areas where users seemed to struggle

2. Data collection: audio/video recordings, observational notes, pre-
and post-study questionnaires, semi-structured interview notes 
recording

4. Provide post-study questionnaire

5. Conduct post-study interview 

6. Pay participant



Testing Prototypes: Protocol
This is a standard usability protocol

1. Greet participant, introduce yourself & team and goals of study. 
Provide consent form.

2. Provide pre-study questionnaire (this should take ~5 mins)

3. Run study tasks. When execution time is not important 
(generally true for lower-fi prototypes), common to use ‘think-
aloud-protocol.’

1. Common study measures: number of user errors, time taken per 
task, areas where users seemed to struggle

2. Data collection: audio/video recordings, observational notes, pre-
and post-study questionnaires, semi-structured interview notes 
recording

4. Provide post-study questionnaire

5. Conduct post-study interview 

6. Pay participant

PILOT TESTING
One of the most important parts of developing a usability study protocol:







An example

Prototype as a Design Probe

Source: Shewbridge, Hurst, & Kane, DIS’14

What would ordinary people do with 3D-

printers in their home?

How would you design a study to answer this 

question?



Everyday Making: Identifying Future Uses for 3D-printing in the Home  

Lo-Fi 3D-Printer Prototype Probe Study

Source: Shewbridge, Hurst, & Kane, DIS’14

Sent participants a design probe kit with a lo-fi 3D-printer 
(a cardboard box with notecards)

Families decorated and personalized 
their 3D-printers



Everyday Making: Identifying Future Uses for 3D-printing in the Home  

Lo-Fi 3D-Printer Prototype Probe Study

Source: Shewbridge, Hurst, & Kane, DIS’14

Families could install 3D-printer wherever they 
wanted and were tasked with filling out notecards 
of objects that they would like to 
make/modify/construct with 3D-printer

As a 3D-printer in the home is still a rather abstract, 
futuristic thing, the researchers had prompt cards 
to help concretize the task and provoke thought



Prompt schedule

Lo-Fi 3D-Printer Prototype Probe Study

Source: Shewbridge, Hurst, & Kane, DIS’14



Example prompts and responses

Lo-Fi 3D-Printer Prototype Probe Study

Source: Shewbridge, Hurst, & Kane, DIS’14

Category: Giving and Helping
Prompt: A family member [teenager] is celebrating a 
birthday. You’d like to create a homemade birthday gift for 
them. List five ideas of gifts you could make.

Response: “RC Helicopter, Fire Truck, Pair of Shoes, 
Airplane, Baseball Glove.” -5A,B

Category: Customizing and Modifying
Prompt: Scan (take a photo of) an item in your home that 
you would like a replica of. IS your model exact? Did you 
make modifications, if so, what?

Response: “I love my engagement ring, I have been 
waiting a different band thought. I would replace the 
existing band…-8A

Category: Experimental
Prompt: You want to print an object to help your health 
and well-being, what items could you print to help you?

Response: “Weight scale, free weights” -6C

Category: Replacing and Repairing
Prompt: You have some extra time and want to repair 
things in your house. List five items you could repair.

Response: “Path screen, patch drywall, replace electrical 
outlet, bathroom faucets, and garage light” -7A



Categorization of objects “made”

Lo-Fi 3D-Printer Prototype Probe Study

Source: Shewbridge, Hurst, & Kane, DIS’14

Commonly requested objects organized by 
departments on Amazon.com. Top 5 categories 
represented 57% of objects created by participants in 
response to design prompts.

Purpose for creating objects: creating new object, 
replicating existing object, improving existing 
object. Showing both prompted & unprompted.





We have found subjects reluctant to be critical of designs when 

they are asked to assign a rating to the design. In our usability tests, 

we see the same phenomenon even when we encourage subjects 

to be critical. 

Wiklund, Thurrot, & Dumas

Human Factors Society 1992

Source: Wiklund, Thurrot, & Dumas, Proc. Human Factors Society’92



We have found subjects reluctant to be critical of designs when 

they are asked to assign a rating to the design. In our usability tests, 

we see the same phenomenon even when we encourage subjects 

to be critical. We speculate that the test subjects feel that giving a 

low rating to a product gives the impression that they are “negative” 

people, that the ratings reflect negatively on their ability to use 

computer-based technology, that some of the blame for a product’s 

poor performance falls on them, or that they don’t want to hurt the 

feelings of the person conducting the test.

Wiklund, Thurrot, & Dumas

Human Factors Society 1992

Source: Wiklund, Thurrot, & Dumas, Proc. Human Factors Society’92
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What are some strategies to combat this problem?



We have found subjects reluctant to be critical of designs when 

they are asked to assign a rating to the design. In our usability tests, 

we see the same phenomenon even when we encourage subjects 

to be critical. We speculate that the test subjects feel that giving a 

low rating to a product gives the impression that they are “negative” 

people, that the ratings reflect negatively on their ability to use 

computer-based technology, that some of the blame for a product’s 

poor performance falls on them, or that they don’t want to hurt the 

feelings of the person conducting the test.

Wiklund, Thurrot, & Dumas

Human Factors Society 1992

Source: Wiklund, Thurrot, & Dumas, Proc. Human Factors Society’92

What are some strategies to combat this problem?

Test low-fidelity prototypes that look unfinished

Have independent testers (testers not invested in outcome)

Show multiple prototypes/products & have them compare



Testing Multiple Prototypes: An Experiment

H1: Participants will rate designs lower when all alternatives 

are seen, compared to when they see only one.

H2: Participants exposed to alternative designs will be less 

pressured to be positive, expressing fewer positive 

comments than those who only see one.

H3: Participants who see alternative designs will provide more 

suggestions for improvement compared to those who 

only see one.

A between-subjects design: one group saw only one prototype, the other saw three.

Source: Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, Sellen, CHI’06



Three House Climate Control System Designs
Developed three lo-fi prototypes. All designed by same team. Tried to ensure that all 

three designs were consistent in terms of fidelity, functionality, and quality

Source: Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, Sellen, CHI’06

Circular paper prototype Tabular paper prototype Linear paper prototype



Study Method

Source: Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, Sellen, CHI’06

48 participants (26 female) drawn from wide range of disciplines

Between-subject design: participants randomly assigned to either single design 

condition or multiple design condition. 

• In single design, participants were presented with only one of the three paper 

prototypes. N=12 for each prototype.

• In multiple design, participants were presented with all three prototypes in 

counterbalanced order. N=12.

Tasks: Four tasks used: creating two pre-programmed settings, resetting the time/date of 

thermostat, and overriding current temperature. Interaction was simulated using 

traditional paper prototyping evaluation techniques

Collected Data: observational notes, video recording of sessions, post-experiment 

questionnaire, post-experiment semi-structured interview



Post-Experiment Questionnaire

Section 1 focused on ease-of-use and consisted of four questions 

to rate the subjective difficulty of each of the four tasks. 

Extracted opinions about the usability and design of the paper prototype(s) based on ratings on ten-point Likert scales.

Source: Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, Sellen, CHI’06



Post-Experiment Questionnaire

Section 1 focused on ease-of-use and consisted of four questions 

to rate the subjective difficulty of each of the four tasks. 

Example:

Extracted opinions about the usability and design of the paper prototype(s) based on ratings on ten-point Likert scales.

Source: Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, Sellen, CHI’06



Post-Experiment Questionnaire

Section 1 focused on ease-of-use and consisted of four questions 

to rate the subjective difficulty of each of the four tasks. 

Section 2 solicited feedback along seven dimensions, including: 

aesthetics, readability, consistency, match to real-world 

metaphors, navigation, explorability, and learnability

Extracted opinions about the usability and design of the paper prototype(s) based on ratings on ten-point Likert scales.

Source: Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, Sellen, CHI’06



Summary of Results

Source: Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, Sellen, CHI’06

H1: Participants will rate designs lower when all alternatives are seen, 
compared to when they see only one.

H1 Supported: Prototypes viewed alone were rated higher than when seen in a group of three. For example, the 
Circular interface was rated, on average, 9.08 across categories when viewed individually vs. 8.13 when viewed in 
group of three. 

H2 Supported: Number of positive comments generated towards a  design was significantly lower when the 
prototype was seen in a group of three, as opposed to individually. For example, 6.42 positives comments for the 
Circular design when seen alone vs. 2.67 when in group of three. Similarly, 1.83 negative comments when seen 
alone but 2.50 when in group of 3.

H2: Participants exposed to alternative designs will be less pressured to be 

positive, expressing fewer positive comments than those who see one.

H3: Participants who see alternative designs will provide more suggestions 

for improvement compared to those who only see one.

H3 Not Supported: No significant difference in # of substantial design suggestions





Wizard of Oz
MGM Studios, 1939 based on L. Frank Baum story



Wizard-of-Oz Testing
A very powerful technique! Wizard of Oz is a rapid-prototyping method for systems 

costly to build or requiring new technology. A human “Wizard” simulates the system’s 

intelligence and interacts with the user through a real or mock computer interface.

Unsuspecting users The amazing (but scary) 
seemingly autonomous machine

The hidden wizard that actually 
controls machine

See: Wilson and Rosenberg, “Rapid Prototyping for User Interface Design”, 1988





Wizard-Of-Oz Testing

Makes it possible to test functionality 
that does not yet exist

Can simulate different system 
behaviors and test result (e.g., speed 
of ticket from input to output)

Can simulate errors and test result.

Common in areas such as intelligent 
agents, human-robotic interaction



Published 
in 1983









Bill Buxton

Sketching User Experiences, 2007, p. 243 

Their approach was as ingenious as it was simple and effective… Using 

the Wizard of Oz Technique, they were able to leap more than 20 

years ahead in the technology curve, and collect real user experience 

data! And, they were able to do so in a matter of weeks, without 

writing any substantive code.

Source: Buxton, 2007



Bill Buxton

Sketching User Experiences, 2007, p. 243 

Their approach was as ingenious as it was simple and effective… Using 

the Wizard of Oz Technique, they were able to leap more than 20 

years ahead in the technology curve, and collect real user experience 

data! And, they were able to do so in a matter of weeks, without 

writing any substantive code. This paper is a classic, and should be 

studied by students of interaction design the same way that art 

students study the classics of the renaissance.

Source: Buxton, 2007



HCI Researchers/Practitioners have developed 

WoZ toolkits to help designers quickly test their 

interfaces/interactions across domains and 

contexts (e.g., sketching interfaces).





SketchWizard
Davis et al., UIST 2007





Video prototypes use video to illustrate how users 

will interact with a new system... Video prototypes 

may build upon paper and pencil prototypes and 

cardboard mock-ups and can use existing software 

and images of real-world settings. 

Source: Beaudouin-Lafon & Mackay, HCI Handbook 2012

Michael Beaudouin-Lafon & Wendy E. Mackay
Chapter 47: Prototyping Tools and Techniques,

The Human Computer Interaction Handbook, 3rd Edition, p. 1091



An Example



Prototyping Elmo’s Monster 

Maker iPhone App
IDEO
Source: http://youtu.be/-SOeMA3DUEs



Video Prototyping Elmo’s iPhone App

Toy inventor Adam Skaates and gaming expert Coe 
Leta Stafford were halfway through a project with 
Sesame Workshop to develop Elmo’s Monster 
Maker—an iPhone app that leads young children 
through the process of designing their own monster 
friend

They had an idea for a new dance feature in which 
kids could guide Elmo through different dance moves 
in sync with a simple music track. 

The two were enthusiastic about the idea, but the rest 
of the team was dubious. So the feature was in 
danger of being cut from the final product.

Some background

Source: http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_eye/2013/10/23/the_importance_of_prototyping_creative_confidence_by_tom_and_david_kelley.html



Video Prototyping Elmo’s iPhone App

Working quickly, Adam printed out an oversized 
image of his iPhone using a giant plotter, mounted 
it on a sheet of foam core, and cut out a rectangular 
window where the screen would be. 

He then stood behind the “phone” so his body 
appeared in the “screen.” And they recorded the 
video you just saw. From the point of view of the 
webcam, the iPhone looked almost real, and Adam 
danced and reacted as he envisioned Elmo would. 

Some background

Source: http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_eye/2013/10/23/the_importance_of_prototyping_creative_confidence_by_tom_and_david_kelley.html



A single take, a quick edit, and the video clip was sent off to the Sesame 

Workshop team members just a few minutes before their meeting. Adam and Coe 

Leta’s quick video was fun and endearing. 

Source: Kelley & Kelley, Slate 2013

Tom and David Kelley
From: Why Designers Should Never Go to a Meeting Without a Prototype, 

Slate 2013



A single take, a quick edit, and the video clip was sent off to the Sesame 

Workshop team members just a few minutes before their meeting. Adam and Coe 

Leta’s quick video was fun and endearing. It was also much more persuasive 

than just talking about their ideas would have been. They subscribe to Boyle’s 

Law (named after one of IDEO’s master prototypers, Dennis Boyle): never go to a 

meeting without a prototype. 

Source: Kelley & Kelley, Slate 2013

Tom and David Kelley
From: Why Designers Should Never Go to a Meeting Without a Prototype, 

Slate 2013



A single take, a quick edit, and the video clip was sent off to the Sesame 

Workshop team members just a few minutes before their meeting. Adam and Coe 

Leta’s quick video was fun and endearing. It was also much more persuasive 

than just talking about their ideas would have been. They subscribe to Boyle’s 

Law (named after one of IDEO’s master prototypers, Dennis Boyle): never go to a 

meeting without a prototype. Today, if you download Elmo’s Monster Maker 

from the iTunes store, you’ll see the feature they prototyped in an hour that 

morning. By acting quickly, they won the team over with their creative idea.

Source: Kelley & Kelley, Slate 2013

Tom and David Kelley
From: Why Designers Should Never Go to a Meeting Without a Prototype, 

Slate 2013



Video prototyping may act as a form of specification

for developers, enabling them to build the precise 

interface, both visually and interactively, created by 

the design team.

Michael Beaudouin-Lafon & Wendy E. Mackay
Chapter 47: Prototyping Tools and Techniques,

The Human Computer Interaction Handbook, 3rd Edition, p. 1093



Other Examples



Prototyping book reading 

on an interactive table



Prototyping a split action 

on an interactive table



Video prototypes may use narratives/skits to 
communicate (and help envision) the use, 

purpose, and value of a design



Buddy Map: Backcountry Savior
UW CSE 440F, Fall 2007



Video prototypes can help show an envisioned future.



iPad 3 Concept Video
Aatma studio



Productivity Future Vision
Microsoft Office Videos
Source: http://youtu.be/t5X2PxtvMsU (Edited by Jon Froehlich)



Video Prototype Benefits & Drawbacks

Benefits
Enable designers, clients, & end users 
to visualize interface ideas & get 
feedback early in the design process 

Can provide an entire range of visual 
expression; from rough video sketches 
to highly refined and believable video 
productions 

Video is useful for specifying user 
interfaces for technology that does not 
yet exist and emulate the mechanics of 
real-systems without having to build 
them

Drawbacks

Video tools are expensive 

Video is difficult to change and/or 

manipulate. Productions must be 

carefully planned ahead of time. 

Video can mislead people into 

believing that the video is a finished 

product 

It is difficult to test video prototypes 

because they are not interactive. 

Source: Vertelney, 1989; Tognazzini, 1994



Prototypes serve different 
purposes depending on the stage 
of design process.



Prototyping in 3 Stages

Source: IDEO



What do these prototypes prototype?

In other words, what purpose 
do these prototype serve?



What is this?



Apple iPhone Prototype ~2005
What does this prototype prototype?

Basically laptop parts on a large 5x7 touchscreen. The ports (USB, Ethernet, etc.) were never intended to 
make it into a final product—these existed simply to make it easier to work with and test out new concepts 
with the device. This hardware prototype was running a variation of OS X before iOS was developed

Source: http://arstechnica.com/apple/2013/03/exclusive-super-early-iphone-prototype-had-5x7-screen-serial-port/#image-3



Apple iPhone Prototype
What do these prototypes prototype?



Palm Pilot Wood/Paper Prototype ~1995
What do these prototypes prototype?



As you prototype, be clear on your goals


